Microphones recommended for use with Dragon
Viva Voce no longer sells microphones, however we are happy to provide information which will help you to choose
the most suitable microphone for use with Dragon.
You will get best results from Dragon by using a high-quality noise-cancelling headset microphone. This is especially
important if using Dragon in a noisy environment. As Dragon users will often be wearing a headset for several hours
a day, comfort is also an important factor to consider.
A headset microphone is recommended. It will produce a higher level of recognition accuracy by maintaining a
consistent and optimal distance between the microphone and the speaker. If your head moves, the microphone
moves with you.
By investing in a high-quality microphone you will be rewarded with a higher level of recognition accuracy and
wearing comfort.
Although we do our best to recommend the best equipment for your needs, we recommend that you also ask
questions of the retailer, to doublecheck that the product you intend to purchase is suitable. Where prices are
mentioned, please use them as a guide only as prices might have changed.

Microphone options/choices
•
•

Option 1 — these microphones will work with Dragon/PC but not with desktop phone. Some of these
microphones will also work with mobile phones.
Option 2 — these microphones will work with both Dragon/PC and with business-type desktop phones (they
don’t work with home phones). If you need to use a headset with your phone as well as with Dragon, it can
be convenient to use one headset for both purposes. Be sure to provide the retailer with details of your
desktop phone to ensure you are provided with the appropriate tail cord (the tail cord connects the
basestation to the desktop phone).

Within options one and two, you can choose between wireless and corded.

Portability
For those who need to transport the microphone (for example between home and workplace, or to meeting rooms
at work) portability will be a factor. The microphones detail below are rated according to portability.

Is corded or wireless best?
It’s important to note that wireless microphones do not offer any advantage in terms of performance. They do
however offer some convenience by not having wires.
Generally speaking, wireless microphones do not perform as well with Dragon as corded microphones in terms of
speed and reliability. They can also be subject to interference from other wireless devices in the vicinity. This does
not mean that all corded mics will perform better than all wireless mics, but that a high-quality corded mic will
outperform most wireless mics.
Some organisations will not allow wireless microphones for security reasons, so worth checking with your
organisation on this.
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Wireless microphones and DECT technology
As Dragon requires a high-quality sound signal, wireless microphones using DECT technology will generally work
better with Dragon than Bluetooth.
Microphones that use Bluetooth with a dongle will generally perform better with Dragon than Bluetooth without a
dongle. Bluetooth without a dongle is more susceptible to interference from other wireless devices in the vicinity.

Where to purchase microphones
Microphones detail below can be purchased from the following retailers

MYITHUB
www.myithub.com.au
Tel 1300 769 640
E: sales@myithub.com.au

Simply headsets
www.simply headsets.com.au
Tel 1300 273 180

Voice Recognition
https://www.voicerecognition.com.au/

Headsets online
https://www.headsetsonline.com.au/
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Option 1: Microphones that work with Dragon/PC but not with desktop phones
Option 1.1 (corded): Sennheiser impact SC 630 monaural (one earphone)

https://www.myithub.com.au/sennheiser-sc-630-usb-ml-premium-monaural-headset/

Option 1.2 (corded): Sennheiser impact SC 660 binaural (2 earphones)

https://www.myithub.com.au/sennheiser-sc-660-usb-ml-premium-binaural-headset/
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Option 1.3 (corded): Andrea NC181 VM USB monaural headset microphone
•
•
•
•

This microphone will work with Dragon/PC, but not with desktop phones
Test results: Recognition accuracy level in noisy environment: 97.6%
Price: around $129.00 plus shipping (you will need to check price with retailer)
Portability: this is a reasonably portable microphone if you need to transport it
Available from: Voice Recognition (homepage) Voice Recognition Microphones

Option 1.4 (wireless): Sennheiser Impact SDW 5031
•
•
•

This mic will work with Dragon/PC, but not with desktop phone.
Weight of the headset is 100 g
cost is $435 plus shipping

Available from Simply Headsets :
https://www.simplyheadsets.com.au/epos-sennheiser-impact-sdw-5031.html
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Option 1.5 (wireless): Sennheiser Impact SDW 5011
•
•
•
•

This mic will work with Dragon/PC, but not with desktop phone.
Three different wearing styles, headband, earhook and neckband
Cost is $409 plus shipping
the headset in this model is lighter than the model above (though might not be as sturdy?)

Available from Simply Headsets :
•

https://www.simplyheadsets.com.au/epos-sennheiser-impact-sdw-5011.html
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Option 1.6 (wireless): Sennheiser Impact SDW 5034
•
•
•

•

This mic will work with Dragon/PC, but not with desktop phone. Will also work with mobile phone.
DECT technology
Portability: a good choice if you need a portable microphone. It comes with a dongle, which means you can
use the microphone away from the basestation (as long as you have enough charge and don’t need to
charge the microphone on the basestation)
Available from MyITHub

For more information:
https://www.myithub.com.au/sennheiser-sdw-5034-dect-wireless-office-headset-with-base-station-for-pc-andmobile-with-btd-800-dongle-monaural-headset-bendable-boom-arm-certified-for-skype-for-business-2/
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Option 1.7: (wireless) Product code 504473
•
•
•
•
•

This microphone is similar to option 1.2 above but is an earlier model (and won’t work with mobile phones)
This mic will work with Dragon/PC, but not with desktop phone, nor with mobile phones
Portability: this mic can only be used within range of a largish basestation, so is not a good choice if you
need a portable microphone
DECT technology
Available from Simply Headsets
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Option 1.8: Plantronics S8240/A Savi 3 in 1
https://www.myithub.com.au/plantronics-s8240-a-savi-3in1-convertible-uc/
•
•

•
•

this microphone works with Dragon/PC and mobile phone
can be used with or without the basestation. When used with the basestation it uses DECT technology (good
for Dragon). When used away from the basestation, uses Bluetooth technology (Bluetooth without a dongle
— not so good with Dragon)
Portability: not a great choice if you need a portable microphone (if away from the basestation, uses
Bluetooth technology which is not so good for Dragon)
Available from MyITHub
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Option 2: Microphones that will work with both Dragon/PC and desktop phone
Option 2.1: Sennheiser Impact SDW 5035
•
•
•
•
•

Similar to Option 2.2 below, but a later model
Works with computer and business -type desktop phone
DECT technology
Portability: can only be used within range of the basestation, so is not a good choice if you need a portable
microphone
Available from MyITHub (be sure to provide details to the retailer of your desktop phone to ensure you are
provided with the correct tail cord, which connects the basestation with the desktop phone)
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Option 2 .2 (wireless): Sennheiser DW pro 1 (product code 504461)
•
•
•
•
•

The two microphones below will work with both Dragon and with business-type desktop phone (not with
home phones). Similar to option 2.1 above, but an earlier model.
difference between these two headsets is that the one on the right comes with a headset lifter (better
ergonomically and also allows you to answer a phone call when you are away from your desktop phone)
Portability: this mic can only be used within range of the basestation, so is not a good choice if you need a
portable microphone
DECT technology
available from Simply Headsets (be sure to provide details to the retailer of your desktop phone to ensure
you are provided with the correct tail cord, which connects the basestation with the desktop phone)
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Option 2 .3 (corded): Polaris SoundShield 4G with SoundPro monaural noise-cancelling headset

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model 810N comes with the SoundPro headset SW10N (monaural i.e. one earphone); 820N comes with the
same headset but in binaural (two earphones)
This microphone works with both Dragon and business-type desktop phone (it does not work with home
phones).
Can switch between Dragon and business-type desktop phone by pressing the touchscreen.
Recognition accuracy level in noisy environment: 98.7%
Over-the-head wearing style
Portability: this mic is corded and is attached to a largish basestation, so is not a good choice if you need a
portable microphone
Warranty 5 years

Price: around $550.00 for the monaural version, $570 for binaural plus shipping
Available from: https://www.polaris.com.au/headsets/corded-headsets/
This mic can be purchased from the Polaris online shop however we recommend that you contact Polaris first by on
1800 626 505 or email to ensure that you are provided with the appropriate tail cord for your desktop phone. You
will need to provide make and model details of the desktop phone.
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Option 2.4 (wireless): Polaris HD Wireless
•

This microphone works with both Dragon and business-type desktop phone (it does not work with home
phones).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can switch between Dragon and business-type desktop phone by pressing the touchscreen.
Recognition accuracy level in noisy environment: 97.6%
2 wearing styles including over the head and ear-hook
Warranty 3 years
Click here for product information_
Price: around $360.00 plus shipping
Available from: Polaris online shop; Headsets online
This mic can be purchased from the Polaris online shop however we recommend that you contact Polaris
first by on 1800 626 505 or email to ensure that you are provided with the appropriate tail cord for your
desktop phone. You will need to provide make and model details of the desktop phone.
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